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Tasks shared
by all states
of military
significance
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over slowness of disarmament °ain^nely fol]

By R. Harry Jay

awesome problems that con ont it in the
field of disarmament. Despite some modest
steps, the record of achievement provides
no comfort.

Shall we be forced to admit in five
years that the declaration of the 1970s
as the Disarmament Decade was a half-

those ears new developments in strz`>-

Canadian spokesmen have repeatedly at Vladivostok in 1974 of the priniu^lg
pointed to the growing frustration and of numerical equality in central straf'^̂ lnte:

disappointment felt by most countries - systems. Four years have passed sincF^^ stat
o ensui

and certainly by Canada - at the failure SALT I agreement and the Vladivr,

of the international community to face principles still remain to be confirmFnd ^h^

up more concretely and rapidly to the a definitive SALT II agreement. D,urpose
enefits

nuclear-weapon states. Of all the problems
we face in the arms-control and disarma-
ment field, none is greater or deserves
higher priority than the need for limita-
tions and reductions in nuclear arms, for
an effective ban on all nuclear-weapon
testing and for further strengthening of
the nuclear non-proliferation system.

As valuable as they have been, the
strategic-arms limitation talks (SALT)
between the United States and the Soviet
Union have not yet slowed the nuclear-
arms race - much less led to any reduction
in nuclear arms. Canada welcomed the
SALT I agreement and the establishment

hearted gesture? International security
will be in even greater peril if, in these
next five years, we do not come to grips
with the tasks set out for the Decade.
Early agreement must be reached on the
most pressing arms-control problems and
vigorous action taken to resolve them.

All states of military significance
share this task, but the primary respon-
sibility to ensure that the Disarmament
Decade is not a failure rests with the
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weaponry have further complicated,
task of curtailing competition in nr:^°sethE
weapons. The problems facing the U.,onünu
States and the Soviet Union in ur,nat nu$

^atés.
taking even gradual and partial meaçiade t(
of nuclear disarmament are very com4terec
Nonetheless, the two super-powers i(, re; st
make a more determined effort to ,F nücle
come these problems. They must n; Th
with greater speed towards the concl, d its
of SALT II and then move on to 91^rds
III - that is, from limitations to effe^rents
reductions.
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Nuclear-weapon testing r nu Cl
Despite the appeals made year after iave b
for almost three decades in resolutiotonfér
the United Nations, progress towarloulld
ban on all nuclear-weapon testing has ï^n pr
almost imperceptible. The Partial pne:'
Ban Treaty of 1963 has not yet s pâr
signed by two nuclear-weapon states,éll as
of which is still engaging in atmosp^n-nu
testing. acq

It is difficult to accept the factiear-é
more resolute efforts have not been tartiees
by the nuclear-weapon states thems^rlvI _
to overcome the obstacles to a nuclea
test ban. It is even more diflicu'.iat
understand why, as the Soviet UnioL^ne _
argued, movement towards a CTirgair
impossible unless all five nuclear-we^sterim
states participate from the outset. ût to
mately - and sooner rather than 10,.tere,'s
all nuclear-weapon states must stop stein
weapon-testing in all environments.l w; eil
cannot at least the two super-powers'I
as many other nuclear-weapon statf ^r

possible, enter into a formal inl1e brc
agreement to end their nuclear-weJheré
testing for a specific trial period? 1 thé
nuclear arsenals of the super-power:^I^'
so huge and their capacity for destrwmost


